
 

Why bacteria 'shapeshift' in space
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Bacterial cells treated with a common antibiotic in the near-
weightlessness of the International Space Station (ISS) responded with
some clever shape shifting that likely helped them survive, findings with
implications for both astronauts and people on Earth.

Researchers from CU Boulder's BioServe Space Technologies designed
an experiment to culture the common E. coli bacteria on ISS and treat it
with several different concentrations of the antibiotic gentamicin sulfate,
a drug that kills them on Earth. The response of the cultured bacteria
included a 13-fold increase in cell numbers and a 73 percent reduction in
cell volume size compared to an Earth control group, said BioServe
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Research Associate Luis Zea, lead study author.

"We knew bacteria behave differently in space and that it takes higher
concentrations of antibiotics to kill them," said Zea. "What's new is that
we conducted a systematic analysis of the changing physical appearance
of the bacteria during the experiments."

A paper on the subject was published in Frontiers in Microbiology. CU
Boulder co-authors included BioServe Director Louis Stodieck,
aerospace engineering sciences Professor David Klaus and former
graduate student Frederico Estante.

Because there are no gravity-driven forces in space like buoyancy and
sedimentation, the only way the ISS bacteria can ingest nutrients or drugs
is through natural diffusion, said Zea. The large decrease of the bacteria
cell surface in space also decreases the rate of molecule-cell interaction,
which may have implications for more effectively treating astronauts
with bacterial infections in space.

The new study also showed the bacterial cell envelope—essentially its
cell wall and outer membrane—became thicker, likely protecting the
bacteria even more from the antibiotic, said Zea. The E. coli bacteria
grown in space also tended to form in clumps, perhaps a defensive
maneuver of sorts that may involve a shell of outer cells protecting the
inner cells from antibiotics, said Zea.

In addition, some of the E. coli cells also produced outer membrane
vesicles—small capsules that form outside the cell walls and act as
messengers for cells to communicate with each other, Zea said. When
cells with such vesicles reach a critical mass they can sync up to initiate
the infection process.

"Both the increase in cell envelope thickness and in the outer membrane
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vesicles may be indicative of drug resistance mechanisms being activated
in the spaceflight samples," said Zea. "And this experiment and others
like it give us the opportunity to better understand how bacteria become
resistant to antibiotics here on Earth."

The BioServe experiment was launched to ISS in 2014 on a commercial
Orbital Sciences Cygnus spacecraft. Astronauts manually initiated and
ended the experiments on ISS using BioServe-built hardware—including
high-tech incubators and test tubes—over the course of two days. The
experiment was returned to Earth for analysis on a commercial SpaceX
Dragon spacecraft several months later.

"The low gravity of space provides a unique test bed for developing new
techniques, products and processes that can benefit not only astronauts,
but also people on Earth," said Stodieck, a research professor in the Ann
and H.J. Smead Aerospace Engineering Sciences. "In space, for
example, scientists can learn more about biochemical changes in various 
cells and organisms that the force of gravity on Earth may be masking."

The clumping of E. coli bacterial cells may be related to biofilm
formation—multicellular communities held together by a self-produced
matrix. Examples of biofilms on Earth include the scum on vinyl shower
curtains, dental plaque and even collections of bacteria that can adhere to
silicon in medical devices like catheters. Biofilms also can form on
various surfaces of space vehicles, said Zea, making them a potential
health threat to space travelers.

  More information: Luis Zea et al. Phenotypic Changes Exhibited by
E. coli Cultured in Space, Frontiers in Microbiology (2017). DOI:
10.3389/fmicb.2017.01598
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